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Commanding Men: Masculinities and the
Convict System

RaymondEvans andBillThorpe

Numerous studies have appeared that have documented and analysed Australia's
'convict experience' and 'convict society'. 1 Somewhat less, however, has been
written and published about convictism as a gendered social, political and cultural
order.' This state of affairs would be justification enough for the discussion to
follow. But there is amore significantreason, namely that Australia's convict system
exhibited a range of commanding, competing and subordinate masculinities in an
especially concentrated form. Implied in wnat follows is a critique of certain
approaches in the historiography of convictism which, in their efforts either to
downplay the excesses of convict regimes, or to transcend accounts that have
constructed criminal-centred narratives of the convict past, have moved too far in
other directions.' While we do not wish to return to, or rehabilitate, a 'criminal
class' thesis here we insist that the convict system as a whole, and in all its
permutations, rested on official and unofficial presumptions that convictswere 'always
ready to do wrong, to rebel, and then to deceive'.4 Such presumptions were
fundamental to what we have defmed elsewhere as 'penal labour' " and the laws
made expressly to deal with real or alleged convict wrongdoing.6
The first part of this article sets out some relevant historical contexts within

which such gendered relations ofpower developed; and some analytic and conceptual
frameworks that help to explain the phenomena under review. In1ine with the
overriding theme ofthis collection, we concentrate on themasculinist dimensions of
this complex configurationwithin an expansionary Britishempire and itsAustralian,
convict-based creation. One crucial link in these processes was the State - itself
a predominantly masculinist institution in personnel and orientation' - which,
throughout the convict era, demonstrated a spectrum of contested policies and
practices in relation to convict men and women. The major consequence was a
common human paradox: the cessation ofwhat many believed was a social evil
(transportation) but one which left a legacy of broken human beings who lived
beyond it.
The second and major section ofthis chapter takes up these matters, and others,

in more detail. In particular we examine modes ofpunishment and control carried
out on convicts; and certain strategies and responses the latter used to survive in the
system. We explore the major means to enforce discipline on convict men, i.e.
flogging, chiefly because thismethod threw into cruel reliefa range ofmasculinities
and their effects. The imposition of dominant male rule resulted in enforced
compliance and obedience, and some resistance to authority. But, more often than
not, such commanding masculinities produced a vulnerable, indeed feminised
masculinity in the convict male body (both in its individual and collective senses).
For convictwomen, on the other hand, punishments such as head-shaving aimed to
remove from these women one of their most unsettling and feminine bodily
possessions, their hair. These tactics conflated the masculine and the feminine into
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a marginalised mass whose collective bodies could be exploited in similar ways as
'slave convicts'.8 Moreover, as Seidler points out, this was a demonstration of a
rationalistmasculinity - the denial that people had individual bodies butwere rather
manifestations ofmatter, 'as part of the empirical world'.' Of course we are not
suggesting that such practices submerged gender difference; rather they disclosed
how agents of the ruling male order - governors, magistrates, commandants,
employers, state officials and supervisors - attempted to shape the subordinate
gender order to suit their purposes.
These purposes, however, in this politics of the body came under increasing

scrutiny and opposition from two directions. The first emerged from within official
ranks themselves inboth the convict colonies and the imperial government, especially
during the 1830s, with the so-called 'humanitarians' whose anti-slavery and
anti-transportation views gained increasing credence.1O These men, for example
William Ullathorne, who gave evidence in 1838 to the Select Committee on
Transportation, posed a reformist, if moralistic, and arguably gentler masculinity
against the harshermasculinities redolent ofthe Britishmilitary classes who founded
the convict colonies and comprised amajorpart in colonial relations ofruling. Hall
suggests that thismore compassionate approachwhich informedEnglishmiddle-class
sensibilities andwas supportive of'the weak and the dependent - women, children,
slaves and animals' - constituted another kind of 'true manliness' .11 The second
challenge came from convict ranks. More overt demonstrations of this included
numerous attempts, sometimes successful, to kill particularlyhated orbrutal overseers;
the occasional rising or mutiny; rioting (by both men and women); disorderly and
unruly behaviour; and absconding.I' But a more hidden and silent expression of
subversive protest was exhibited in tattoos - an individualised, self-inflicted
punishment that offered both an ironic comment (if unintended) about
officially-imposed, generalised punishments (flogging especiallyJ, and an identifying
mark of social, cultural, male and class solidarity against the penal order. Here, at
least symbolically, tough expressions ofworking-classmasculinitymatched the hard
codes ofmiddle-class' gentry masculinity',1' whose features are elaborated below.

Masculinities: Contexts and Concepts

In a number ofrespects, it is surprising that there have been so few histories of
masculinities and even gender relations in Australia, particularly for the convict
period 1788-1868. In the first place, 132,308 men and 24,690 women transportees
had reached Australia's 'fatal shores' during this time. I4 In other words, almost 88
per cent of the convicts were men, outnumbering female convicts by over five to
one. Furthermore, the bureaucracy which sorted and ordered them through space
and time - naval, military and civil - was also composed almost exclusively of
men, apart from a handful ofmatrons and other female superintendents. Although
the wives and female offspring ofsoldiers, officers, administrations and convicts, an
ongoing presence ofAboriginal women as well as, after 1830, an increasing flow of
free female settlers boosted the number ofcolonial women overall, the patriarchal
andmasculinist tenor ofconvict society resonated deeply. In the first colonial census
conducted inNew SouthWales in 1828, 63 per cent were convicts and ex-convicts,
and some four-fifths of the white population were men. Demographer Gordon
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Carrnicheal comments:

The fact that the early non-Aboriginal populationwas mainlymale ... provides an inaus-
picious beginning for gender relations ... The sheer excess ofmen and the corollary that
many would he unable to lead normal family existences ensured that the colonies would
be daunting places for women."

And, itmight be added the highly patriarchal and hierarchical convict societies so
composed were 'daunting places' for many men as well. Australian masculinism
originally grewwithin amilitary, penal, colonial and colonizingmatrix and thus fostered
discipline, inequality, deference andbrutality. As theproportionoffemale transportees
declined in the 1810s and an emphasis upon the intensification and dispersal of
punishment and labour increasedwith theBigge reforms ofthe 1820s, themasculinist
profile of the convict colonies grew proportionately alongside that ofthe punitive.
To begin with, a general militarization ofpenal discipline developed hand in glove
with an incremental rise in convict dread." Consequently, emphasis upon obedience
to authority overtook the individual advantages of skilled labour among the male
convict conglomerate; and, as the growth ofsecondary punishment centres - Port
Macquarie, Moreton Bay, Norfolk Island, Port Arthur, and so on - resulted, the
spreadofauthoritarian terrorwithin the new society dovetailedneatlywith increasingly
destructive frontier processes ofterritorial encroachment and aggression.
Enough has been stated already to indicate that any thoroughgoing analysis of

masculinities here must be located in other contexts as well as those noted earlier,
together with some consideration ofconcepts relevant to the discussion. Probably
the most pertinent of such contexts was the British connection, in a number of
senses. First there were the social, cultural and historical settings that produced and
reproduced the masculinist order. Secondly there were certain crucial aspects of
contemporary masculinities themselves that simultaneously defined masculine
being-in-the-world, andwhichjustifiedmasculine hierarchies.
Among the most decisive of the latter, and which developed into institutional

fonns, were patriarchy (the rule ofthe fathers andmale rule ofthe family); fraternity
(or the rule of 'adult brothers' as a political order); and the hegemony of rational,
masculine thought." The ideologies and practices embedded in these fonns and
levels ofmale dominance assumed and accentuated a binary divide between certain,
publicly heterosexual menwho claimed for themselves all kinds ofcivil rights, and a
range of 'others' - most notably women and homosexuals but also non-British
peoples. Indeed, the consolidation ofpatriarchal hegemony among, for example,
Britishmiddle-class gentry and entrepreneurial families in this period partly rested
on deriding the 'effeminacy' ofother nations and cultures, especially the French."
This typification of 'effeminacy' points to several features that coalesced into

whatConnell has defined as 'hegemonicmasculinity' and one ofits offshoots, 'gentry
masculinity'. Central to hegemonic masculinity is the somewhat desperate desire
for men 'to prove they are not girls';" and, as indicated elsewhere, the domination
ofother heterosexual men and the subordination ofhomosexuals. Surrounding this
practice, in the structural context ofempire, moreover, was 'the fantasized fiction of
imperialism as masculine triumph over feminised colony'2. - a wider project that
involved all colonisingpeoples, including convicts, in the usurpation and dispossession
ofindigenes.
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Gentrymasculinity, as the term 'gentry' indicates, derives from a section ofthe
British landed classes.21 The male gentry provided the core oflocal administration
(magistrates, JPs); staffed themilitary apparatus; and provided significantnumbers
of army and navy officers. They dispensed 'official violence' as landowners and
local justices, and exercised this power over their largely agricultural workforce
through 'evictions, imprisonment, the lash, transportation and hangings'.'2 They
were thus themain social grouping responsible for capturing, prosecuting and exiling
convicts to Australia. Furthermore, in a number ofrespects the male gentry exhibited
characteristics widely regarded as quintessentially masculine: the resort to force in
order to discipline and control others; the inclination to fight and go to war; a loathing
ofperceived 'foppish' or 'effeminate' behaviour inmen; the clear division ofgenders;
the desire to actrather than contemplate action; and a profoundmistrust of 'idleness'
and speculative thought." In addition, and particularly from the end ofGovernor
Macquarie's term in New South Wales (1810-1819), prominent members of the
colonial gentry, notably John Macarthur,1lad convinced the British government to
reinvent 'convict society' as an 'imagined community', wheremen such as himself
would represent the dominant fraternity in charge of capitalist-orientated landed
estates extracting agricultural and related labour from a bondedworkforce supplied
by the State.24
Mention of' fraternity' discloses another, fundamental aspect ofmale authority

in what Pateman calls the 'sexual contract'. According to this, 'fatherly power' is
only one dimension of patriarchy. In order to become fathers, there have to be
mothers - therefore the sex-rightor conjugal rightprecedes the right offatherhood.
In other words, the father is the parent of society and thus the one able to generate
political and civil rights. At the same time, or rather once the rule of the sovereign
(or the 'political father') comes under attack from othermen,justificationsmust be
found to overthrow, or at least curb, the sovereign's power. ���major solution for
political and social rule from the eighteenth century was the 'fraternity', a 'pooled
masculinity able to sustain civilization' - a male collective that is stronger than the
patriarchal father or sovereign.25 In this process, as noted before, and as part ofthe
wider economic revolution inherent to industrialising capitalism, there was an
increasing separation ofworkplace, orplace ofbusiness, from household where the
former activities became 'men's business' while the latter became 'women's
business'.26 In reality this division was not as clear as this. Nevertheless the social
andpolitical constructions ofmasculinities and feminities both sharpened the foci of
gender difference and delineated differentmasculinities more overtly. Finally, the
revolution inWestern ideas epitomisedby the Enlightenment andReason consigned
women and other, supposedly inferior human beings and cultures to 'unreason' -
who therefore needed the firm hand ofmasculine control.27
Taken together, these elements enable us to obtain some purchase on the political

and social struggles going on between and within dominant and non-dominant
sexualities and genders in 'convict society'. Among the former, as suggested
previously, contestedmasculinities, reformist and punitive, contended for hegemony
and, in combination with class and political agendas (epitomised by pro-and
anti-transportation coalitions), resulted in thephasing out offorcedmigration to New
SouthWales - the major convict colony - by 1840. In one important sense, the
humanitarians' success here drew on criticisms ofpenal coercion, mainlywhipping,
on the grounds that it was emasculating. As John Bames, a surgeon at Macquarie
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Harbour inVanDiemen's Land during the 1820s observed, male convicts'considered
it a most unmanly kind ofpunislunent' (emphasis added).'"
Concurrently, on the other hand, both defenders and opponents oftransportation

upheld the overriding discourses andpractices ofhegemonicmasculinity, in the senses
described earlier - especially in their denunciations ofhomosexualbehaviour among
male convicts. One ofthe 'horrors' oftransportation, to use the title ofUllathome's
1838 denunciatory pamphlet on the convict system, was the 'moral pollution' of
sexual relations between convictmen, and between convictmen and convictboys.29
Thus, evenwithinmale convict lifeworlds hierarchical, ifironic, masculinities seemed
ubiquitous: the convicts whom official hegemonic men like Ullathome denounced
for their homosexual practices, themselves had a hegemonic position vis-a-vis boys
and probably others deemed 'effeminate'. In this they were demonstrating a
normative masculinity even though contemporary patriarchical culture defmed the
manifestation of homosexuality as a lack of masculinity." Whether any of this
reflected choices about overtor even coverthomosexuality is amootpoint. Moreover,
asWotherspoon notes, 'many peoplemay commit homosexual acts ... but this does
notmake them "homosexuals...." More likelywere more oppressive and restrictive
scenarios: the rape of boys at Sydney's Carters' Barracks; men cranuned up to
sixteen to a cell; labourers in road gangs squeezed into portable boxes at night -
situations that,logically, could not butresult in creating and institutionalising the very
homosexuality that discomforted authority so much."
Before we examine more closely the interactions of masculinities in convict

settings and certain features of convictism, some other matters should be noted.
Perhapsmost ofall we need to remind ourselves about the military culture enveloping
colonial and convict experiences." One example, noted above, was that the
'effeminacy' imputed to the French had its origins in comparisonswith the English
over fighting prowess. These conflicts, culminating in an 'unprecedented period of
twenty-three years ofstruggle againstrevolutionary France andNapoleonic Europe',
underscored suchbelligerent tendencies, fostering a British State that was on a war
footing from themid-eighteenth century until the first two decades ofthe nineteenth.
Arguably, Britainwas in itsmostmilitaristic mood at this time; with its political rulers
and social leaders, like the magistracy, reacting vigorously to any kind ofdisorder,
and especially crimes against property." Australia's foundation as a penal colony
was a direct product ofthese conditions. In addition, as noted above, from around
1820Britishpenalpolicy (whichwas translated toAustralia) 'assumedan increasingly
military, authoritarian and anti-philanthropic character'. Bigge, in one of his
recommendations, 'urged that non-commissioned officers and privates ... ' be sent
from England to supervise convict labour.3S Furthermore, there was the presence
of military and non-military surgeons, somewhat neglected figures in the
historiography ofconvictism. Naval surgeons had considerable and direct authority
over convict transportees - a 'despotic power' as one contemporary critic put it."
They and other surgeons made judgements about how much punislunent convicts
could tolerate; and, in terms ofWestemmasculine values, epitomised the rationalism
that was beginning to challenge and supplant religious and ethical world-views as
authoritative and legitimate discourses."
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Ruling, Compliance and Resistance in the GenderOrder

Arguably, the forcefulness ofthe dominantmale groupings, in the various senses
just described, found its reflection in the collaboration, deference or resistance of
the relatively powerless. On the one hand were - as most convicts saw them -
the so-called 'bureaucrats oftorture ... committed heart and soul to the task in hand,
a task whose name was power, domination of the flesh and the spirit, an excess of
uninhibited self-expansion'.38 On the other, a male majority cast as labour units
across the lottery of convict assigrunent, increasingly under the threat of further
exile, the heavy exactions oflabour and the selective sting ofthe lash. Undoubtedly,
there was still place for promotion, mobility and agency among the ranks of the
dominated within this daunting system - even if that agency marked merely the
desperate bravado ofthe convict rebeIJsaboteur or the usually thwarted gestures of
the malingerer and absconder. Advance and promotion, by comparison, came as
reward for strict obedience, which meant in turn cooperation and ultimately
collaborationwith the exigencies ofthe system, by convict floggers, constables and
overseers, and through processes of indulgence, mitigation of sentences, pardons,
tickets-of-1eave, emancipation and the like, sometimes also earned by petitioning, or
more commonly by negotiation with particular skills for better treatment.
Convictism thus embraced a range ofcompeting rnascu1inities, often in dramatic

interaction with each other and each with its own sense ofplace within its milieu.
This drama can often bemost acutely observed at the secondarypunishment centres.
John Skottowe Parker served as a Superintendent of Agriculture at three such
depots, beginning at Port Macquarie in 1823, moving then onto Norfolk Island in
1825 and finally toMoretonBay in the late 1820s. Castingbackoverhis bureaucratic
career in 1840, he recalled his fraught experiences, 'exposed to II!any privations and
hardships', as well as a life which had 'several times been attempted' by recalcitrant
convicts. During a prisoners' mutiny on Norfolk Island he claimed he had lost
nearly all of his personal property and was fired upon 'many times'. In a rare,
reflective outburst from a state functionary, Parker admitted, 'I have been an isolated
member cut offfrom society, surroundedby the veryworst ofmy species, compelled
to freeze in my breast all those finer feelings of humanity ... ' in order to operate
within an authoritarian milieu." Despite these protestations, however, suchmen of
penal authority might readily be connected with gentrymasculinity.
The penal administrator's frozen breast or 'mask of stone' may be juxtaposed

with the compromised sow ofthe collaborator, the vulnerability and fear at the heart
ofthe enduring convict- or 'the silent server' as Tamsin O'Connor terms him-
and the 'fire in the belly' of the convict resister. O'Connor paints a scene of
punishment 'field days' atMoretonBayunder CaptainLogan taken from an account
in the SydneyMonitor (August 1830) which brings these contrastingmasculinities
into proximity and interaction. Here 'skulkers' and recalcitrants were selected by
the Commandant and his overseers from field gangs for ritual punishment, 'fifty or
a hundred lashes a piece', on either 'itinerant' or 'parade' field days and flogged
before an assemblage of their fellows, while soldiers and constables kept watch.
The central intention was 'to educate by beating'. As O'Connor observes:
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The affairwas orchestrated from the top, those singled out ... were chosenby the convict
overseers and, looking on, bayonets at the ready, were the soldiers ... with each stroke ...
the rest ofthe assembled convicts were being taught that defiance could provoke a swift
response ... At the field day we see standing by each gang the overseers and constables
_ the collaborators par excellence. All around, heads down, the vast majority - the
silent servers. And of course at the very centre of the proceedings are those on the
triangles - the resisters.

In this theatre of the damned, we thereby see 'the three-fold convict response',
as well as the play ofpower relations unfolding - the 'spectacle ofretributive and
exemplarypunishment' in order to dispel protest - albeit temporarily - and thereby
to intensify the efficacy of coercion.40
Convictism as a system of coercion centred primarily upon processes of exile

and labour. It was reinforced by means ofre-transportation - orrenewed exile-
and the intensificationofwork. Public executions, treadmills, solitary cells, branding,
iron collars, heavy leg irons, withdrawal ofprivileges, extension of sentences and
the like added further punitive refinements. Although there has been considerable
historical debate upon the number of convicts whipped or the number of lashes
inflicted, flogging, in effect, fell like a scarlet filigree across the garment of penal
coercion. Alexander Hams was told by an ex-convict during the I 820s, 'Flogging
in this country is such a common thing that nobody thinks anything ofit. I have seen
young children practising on a tree, as children in England play at horses'.41
. By the 1830s, convictism was being thematically associated with slavery, not
-only because of its reliance upon bonded labour, but also because use of 'the cat'
seemed to overshadowboth institutions: WilliamUllathorne, a Catholic priest and
anti-transportation activist, told the House of Commons Select Committee on
Transportation in 1838 that convict assignment equated with slavery, due to its
debasing effects upon the soul. ' ... [T]he transported convict becomes a slave', he
stated. In his pamphlet TheHorrors o/Transportation,Ullathornewrote specifically
of 'slave convicts' and equated convict overseerswith 'white slave drivers'. Quoting
Governor Arthur ofVan Diemen's Land, he added, 'The convict is subject to the
caprice ofthe family to which he is assigned, fed, worked and housed like any other
slave, and still more, like a horse'. Subject to suchpatriarchal relations, the convicts'
lot resembled classic slave systems like plantation estates in the American South
even more closely:' Moreover, with the convict's behaviour regulated constantly
by threat of the lash, Ullathorne observed, 'the flogged man is a worthless man ...
the effect of the scourge is exceedingly bad ... and there is a feeling ofdegradation
about him'.43 From the Bathurst Court House, in the late I 820s, Alexander Harris
reported:

I had to go past the triangles, where they had been flogging incessantly for hours. The
scourger's foot hadworn a deep hole in the groundby the violencewithwhichhe whirled
himself round on it to strike the quivering and wealed back, out of which stuck the
sinews, white, ragged and swollen .., I know of several poor creatures who had been
entirely crippled for life by these merciless floggings."

Thomas Brookes, a convict at Port Jackson, Newcastle and Moreton Bay,
calculated receiving eight separate whippings, totalling 1,025 strokes, upon his body.
'They were not comfortable to take', he commented, ' ... my back had been cut and
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chopped, until it was scarcely everwell'. The intense pain ofa scourging produced
'a boiling sensation', Brookes commented, 'as if being scorched with a red hot
iron'. As an afterthought, he added, ' ... we felt we were slaves'.45
Clearly the ways in which masters, commandants, supervisors and overseers

disciplined male convicts varied considerably whether the latter were under
assignment; whether they were harnessed together in gaol gangs; whether they
were able to secure some form ofprivate, paid employment; or whether they were
transported further to one of the secondary punishment centres. And a range of
other circumstances, in time, place, the nature of employment itself and the
employment relations that infused them, must be added to the 'convict experience' .
Nevertheless, use ofthe lashwas ubiquitous. More importantly, it served to distinguish
several features about the peculiar character offlogging and its impact onmasculine
interactions.
To begin with it was a form of chastise.ment designed to deliver a severe and

relatively quick lesson to convictworkers deemed to beworking unsatisfactorily, or
for 'disobedience oforders to their masters'; or for absconding. In other words, at
least in theory, it was not intended to cancel out the convict as a productive or useful
employee - even though such punishment occasionally caused serious injury, or
even death. At the same time, floggings werenot chaotic male assaults, spontaneous
beatings or randomized events. In most instances, they were orchestrated, even
formal rituals, carried out by commanding men upon other men, which observed
certain repetitive procedures, orders and regulations - a calibrated process of

_. administering pain. Here they resembled the scenic punishments carried out on the
quarter-decks ofBritishwarships- a resemblance evenmore striking when floggers
wielded the 'naval cat' on offending convict backs. The point is not so much that
floggings in theBritishNavy exceeded those given tomale convicts !IS somehistorians
have argued; but that British naval discipline at sea was transferred to Australian
land and those compelled to remain upon it. Such systematic assaults, moreover,
may be likened to crude surgical operations where an 'unofficial' surgeon, the
scourger, partially dissected the convict male body's flesh in the presence of the
officially qualified surgeon who was there to assess the effects of this 'operation'.
At this point, a number of surveilling gazes and practices combined to produce an
overarching structure of superordinate masculine relations of power: the State's
monopoly over the means ofviolence; patriarchal and fraternal hierarchies; and, as
noted earlier, the medicalisation ofsuffering.
Secondly, the form and duration ofa flogging - the tied victim, the scourger in

absolute control, the rhythmic application oftheblows-hadprofound consequences
on a convict's sense ofmasculinity. As Klaus Theweleit observes:

Initially, the victim is still capable ofresistance; he screams andjerks wildly. By the end,
he is left apathetic andbleeding; absolutely silenced, or softly whimpering. The attack is
directed towards his skin and his flesh: his skin is made to split, his flesh to twitch
convulsively ......

Flogging thereby imposes, or intends to impose, a sense ofsubmission, surrender
and vulnerability - traits associated conventionally with feminized behaviour. To
an extent, it is somewhat analogous to rape. As Robert Hughes points out:
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Next to homosexual rape, flogging was the most hwniliating invasion of the body that
could befall aprisoner. Nothing in an ordinaryman's experience compared to the rituals
ofthe cat: to be stripped and tied to a triangle, like an owlskin nailed to a barn door; to
hear, through battering pain, the quartermaster-sergeant slowly calling out the strokes;
this was to be drowned in powerlessness."

In reducing the subject to a condition of helplessness and impotence, by such
assaults uponboth psyche andmusculature, a sense ofhumiliation and emasculation
was violently imposed, while the authority figure, directing the punishment, grew
���������������in power, like a Leviathan.
The 1838 Select Committee onTransportation heard much evidence concerning

the degree of emotional vulnerability, weakness and debasement which flogging
produced. Accounts of individual flagellations revealed how men bellowed and
writhed in agony with every blow, crying like children, praying pitifully to be taken
down and begging for water. Often the screaming and struggling began with the
first or second lash, gradually subsiding into lassitude and insensibility as themeasured
blows continued." In the earlier convict period, punishments ofup to 1,000 lashes
might be given, and sentences ofseveral hundredblows were common. Following
the Bigge reports, floggings were predominantly in the range of 25 to 100 lashes,
thoughmultiple sentences upon a single individual couldbe inflictedbymagistrates.
Punishments at secondary punishment centres were far less restrained. A convict
named Davies at Sarah Island in Van Diemen's Land reported:

, The Cats and the way they were made and used were the most Dreadful things that can
be thought of. They had 9 tails or rather thongs, each four feet long .., and each tail had
on it sevenOverhandKnots ... some withwire ends, somewithwaxed ends ... [the victim1
was inunediately sent to work, his back likeBullock's Liver andmost likely his shoes full
��� ..� .
Although floggings were not officially to be administered publicly after 1820,

they were nevertheless carried out as exemplary exercises before captive convict
audiences - road and chain gangs, groups ofassigned servants, and the populations
ofsecondary punishment centres throughout the l830s andbeyond." The dramatic
spectacle of disempowerment and emasculation attached to such ritual beatings
was further enhancedbefore the eyes ofan 'assembled audience ofpotential victims' .
As Theweleit describes a similar enactment before a Nazi concentration camp
audience in the 1940s, ' ... with every stroke of the whip, the bundle ofbound flesh
at the whipping post diminishes, and the fear of the onlookers increases; but the
commandant grows larger and more whole with every movement' .'1
Of course, despite these basic experiential parameters, masculinity could still

display itselfas fluid and individual evenwithin such a highly repressive system. It
did not always conform and flow in the structural direction demanded. Cases do
occasionally occur ofscourgers refusing to flog, yet such reactions were rare. Most
scourgers, overseers or constables - themselves arising out of the convict ranks
_ had already chosen individualmobility above the collectivismofthe disempowered
and were strongly committed to, or even took pleasure in, their enhanced authority
and power. Known by the rest of the convicts as 'rogues' or 'a herd of tyrants',
such collaborators needed to be segregated for their own safety from the convict
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ranks and were often the target ofresentment and attack. For instance, at Moreton
Bay, ChiefConstable JamesMcIntosh, held in high regard by his Commandant for
his personal apprehension ofsome forty runaways, was equally condemned by the
Commandant's convict clerk, William Ross, as one of the most tyrannical men in
New SouthWales, who seemed 'to delight in human blood'. While atMoretonBay,
three attempts were made on his life - once by a prisoner and twice by Aborigines
_ and he had been severely injured as a result." The Select Committee on
Transportation in 1838 heard that the most common form of reactive violence in
New South Wales was 'the beating of overseers'."
At the receiving endofthe lash, one might also occasionally encounter the stoical

sufferer, or hardened offender, who refused to cooperate with the ongoing ritual of
emasculation which accompanied the rhythmic escalation ofpain. By refusing to
writhe, to cry out or scream in anguish, these men in effect subverted the process
by which power was siphoned from the punished to the inflictor and channelled
upwards to those who commanded him. Instead, their unflinching response to each
'dose' of fifty lashes was conveyed to their watching fellows as an act of stoical
heroism and subversion. Whereas the man who screamed in anguish was labelled
'a crawler', the onewho exhibited an indomitable spirit by standing in silence as the
blows fell was called an 'iron man'.54 In short, a sense ofmasculine integrity was
here retained and even conveyed back into the cowed convict ranks rather than
being projected upward to reinforce the structural hierarchy ofpower. The lacerated
backs ofsuchmultiple offenders thusbecamenot somuchmarks oftheir degradation,
but rather badges oftheir courage and status. Most ironically, their vulnerable flesh
was ultimately fortified by a calloused shield of scar tissue, anaesthetising their
senses further from the agony of subsequent floggings.
Yet suchmoments ofresistance upon the triangles were rare. For the most part,

floggings conveyed a sense of desperation, vulnerability and inward rage, as an
indelible inscription ofauthority was laid upon the convict body. Screams largely
drowned out the silences. The agonies inflicted, commented Thomas Brookes,
turned punished men into demons who, in their frustration, often then turned upon
each other with great savagery. He commented of life at Moreton Bay:

... the "bloodywhip" was spoken ofwith a kind offacetious melancholy, which resem-
bled the merriment ofhell The language was disgusting. Oaths and expletives were
broadcast in conversations An immoral taint seemed to be cast upon all, and the place
was fast verging into a Pandemonium.ss

Thus, rather thanpromotingesprit de corps among convicts, such self-diminishing
punislnnents could lead more directly to a mood of aggression, hopelessness,
alienation and disintegrationwithin their ranks. Fighting against one another often
became easier than combating the system.
Yet, more prosaically and less heroically, many convict bodies bore other

inscriptions, preserving a liminal sense ofindividualitywhich even the oppressiveness
ofthe system could not obliterate. Convict tattoos were, indeed, small expressions
ofselfhoodwhen comparedwith the paramount expression ofsurveillance conveyed
by the system. Yet they were nevertheless statements indelibly implanted upon the
surface ofotherwise constrainedbodies whichno amount ofauthoritarian intervention
could effectively remove. If the permanent imprint of the lash upon obscenely
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scarred backs was in essence the system's tattoo upon unwilling convict frames,
then the self-chosen tattoo, as a form of skin-art - sometimes created, prior to
conviction, by a tattooer and sometimes crudely self-imprinted, using lmives,
compasses and ink - were convicts' answering texts, which embodied both a link
with a lost world outside that ofthe transportee and with a proclaimed andpartially
retainedprivate existence, where a memory ofsignificant relationships was encoded.
As James Bradley and Hamish Maxwell-Stewart, in examining a range of tattoos
officially recorded upon the bodies of308male Scottish convicts, have stated:

The tattooedbody ofthe convict is one that was intentionallymarked, not by the lash, or
the branding iron, but through voluntary surrender to the tattooer's' needle. The tat-
tooed body is generated by the social, cultural and self identities of the transportees."

Thougha small number ofconvictwomen were tattooed, just as a small number
ofsuchwomen were whipped (especially in the early convict era), tattooing appears
to have been predominantly a male pursuit. Some 26% of the Scottish convicts
transported from 1840 to 1853 were tattooed; andDavidKenthas recently discovered,
in examining the indents ofa dozen convict transports in the early 1830s, that 17.2%
of the Irish male convicts and 33.7% of the English convicts were similarly
decorated." Just as flogging, as a routine disciplinary practice, passed on through
naval andmilitary ranks to facilitate the control ofconvict civilians, so too European
tattooing as a practicewas culturally promulgated, substantially via the cultural lead
ofsailors and soldiers, and passed on to othermaleworkers, both skilled andunskilled,
in largely urban settings. Convict tattoos, Bradley and Maxwell-Stewart report,
represented life events like birth and death, personal histories and relationshipswith
wives, lovers, children and parents, and cultural responses to work, religion and
leisure - 'in short, the everyday preoccupations ofordinary folk'. The tattoo, in
effect, could serve as a painfully scored cultural window for mental escape from an
exiled and intolerable existence back to a pre-convicted place and time. Plaintive
phrases like 'OhMyMother', cryptic strings ofinitials:

... a zebra with the word 'Zebra' written underneath; scenes from the fall ofman and
crucif'lxion, a bird in a cage ... a woman resting her hand on a tomb inmourning; boxing
matches and a cockI1ght; ... floweIJXlts; amansitting ona cask ofrum ... several highland-
ers with or without weaponry ... cutters, brigs, schooners and barques ..."

./

are among a wide pictorial range recorded, imprinting irreversibly a 'convict
voice' into the very skin of the convict person. As Bradley and Hamish-Stewart
conclude:

A tattoo originally celebrating a relationship consummated in freedom takes on an en-
tirely different construction following sentencing, transportation and separation ... some-
thing to be used 'for the veriI1cation of some idea you wanted to keep alive'. The
tattooed body ... is ... a constant and ever-present keepsake of the trauma ofseparation
... But [it] ... also offers the prospect ofresistance, a culturally embodied slap in the face
to authority."
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Yet paradoxically, it must be remembered, tattoos were equally a vital aid to
surveillance, for they provided an almost infallible means of identification in this
area before finger-printing and therefore a foil against escape and resistance. Hence,
the fastidious official preservation oftheir descriptions in the convict records. Thus,
dependent upon our reading of their context, we can equally view a tattoo as a
means ofcontrolling bodies as a sign oftheir subversiveness.
Tattoos were arguably the only adornmentwornbymale convicts, usually hidden

-beneath the monotony oftheir prison drab. The principle adornment ofwomen
convictswas similarly affixed to their flesh, but it couldbe removed, albeit temporarily,
as a form ofpunishment. Convictwomen's hair, partially hiddenbeneath their caps,
was conventionally their 'crowning glory' and a prized emblem oftheir femininity.
Its official removal by head-shaving was thus the most hated and humiliating of
punishments. Head-shaving, in effect, was the female equivalent ofmale flogging
andwas guaranteed to lead to displays ofrage, struggle and sometimes riot. Threats
to shave female heads en masse, or the actual act of head-shaving upon a given
number, led to substantial riots at Parramatta in 1827, 183160 and 1833, at Hobart in
182Tand 1842, atMoreton Bay in 1836 and Launceston in 1841. Foster Fyans, the
Moreton BayCommandant between 1835 and 1837, recalled in his memoirs:

the loss ofhair .., was held in the greatest dread and abhorrence, often causing disorder
and riot, cursing, tumbling and flinging before the constabulary could carry out the
sentence when any other punisinnent could be carried out without a murmur.

61

Ina sense themale convict's struggle at the commencementofa flogging paralleled
a female's violent resistance at the beginning ofa head-shaving, before each subsided
into a state ofsubmission to punishment. Yetwhereas, for themale, the humiliating
spectacle lay in the flogging process itself, the shavenwoman's principal humiliation
came afterwards and lasted far longer. (Head-shaving, too, was not physically
painful like flogging, but it fully shared the latter's profound psychological damage.)
There is some value here in Joy Damousi's observation that the flogging ofmen led
to emasculation and thus a degrading sense offeminization; while the head-shaving
ofwomen also stole their femininity from themand introduced an aspect ofmasculinity
_ a cropped head - to their appearance. Enforced gender inversion thus became
a peculiar and bizarre refmement of the penal process.
Yet the shared dehumanization ofbothmen andwomen explicit in these punitive

responses probably requires as much emphasis. The 'tangled web ofcriss-crossed
knotted scars'" upon a male convict's body were as much an ongoing reminder of
the mighty force of state power as the 'cropped & capless heads of the women'."
This did not so much 'masculinize' a woman as enforce a transgressive appearance
in gender terms and thus renderher potentially a figure ofmale ridicule. In short, in
the presiding order of hierarchical male gazes, she was converted from being a
possible object of sexual desire to becoming an object of rejection, taunting and
scorn. As O'Connor comments:

While the scissors [and'razor] were wielded within the confmes ofthe [female] factory,
the punisinnent was intended to take full effectwhen thewomen fen under the gaze ofthe
male convicts and soldiers .,. Significantly it was a gaze that at an other times the authori-
ties strenuously tried to break."
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As example ofthis process, 0'Connor returns us toMoretonBay on a particular
Sunday in 1829, under the oppressive regime ofCommandant PatrickLogan. For,
just as the Sydney Monitor reported the mortification of men at the 'improving·
grounds' on field punislunent days under Logan, so too it recounted a parallel
mortification ofthe women. The female convicts ofMoretonBaywere this Sunday
allmarched into church, seemingly to provide, by their debased spectacle, the lesson
ofthe day:

Their heads were shaven, iron collars were put about their necks & with chains attached
reaching from collar to collar ... men's ironswereput about their legs and theyweremade
to go to churchwithout caps on so that their bald heads might be exhibited to the troops
and convicts. Thus, the house ofGod was converted into a place ofpunishment ..."

Male derision and raillery thus became an important psychological part of the
women's punislunent. Floggings were watcheu in 'collective, disciplined silence'
by comparison; but jest and sarcasmwere openly solicited frommales to apportion
further humiliation upon the disgracedwomen, thus distancingmen further from any
sense of solidarity with them. Class and status commonality across the genders
was thus disparaged and further thwartedby this smirking and caricatured spectacle
of gender sameness. Ironically, in the Moreton Bay example, the women were
being punished for resisting the onset of field labour, the same form of work
punislunentwhich daily oppressed themen. The effect offemale public disgrace, in
short, served to reinforce a sense of gender difference and alienation in order to
discourage any realization of the experience of shared oppression across the
genders.66
Convictmen's andwomen's sexuality both brought them togetherphysically and

kept them apart in terms of competing gender interests and cultaral outlooks.
Significantly, contemporary bureaucratic and philanthropic concerns, reflected
unthinkingly in the writings ofmany later historians, concentrated on the one hand
upon the heterosexual 'profligacy' ofthe females and the homosexual 'deviancy' of
the males. 'Prostitution' and 'sodomy' were depicted as the twin moral curses
which condemned convict transportation into mainland oblivion. By comparison,
lesbianism among the women and the heterosexual behaviour ofmales (however
lascivious) were subjects left largely unrecorded - either ignored almost totally in
the former case or simply taken for granted as normative in the latter. Women
convictswere transportedbasically to counter in some degree the extreme imbalance
between the sexes. Marriage and female domestic service under largely male
control were expected to reform bothmen and women and thus to moralize convict
society overall.
Women's presence therefore was expected ultimately to be a civilizing one - to

confront the feared spread ofmale convict sodomy, drunkenness and tumult. When
that sexual presence didnot result in all female criminals smoothly becoming wives
and mothers, those 'would-be civilizers' who became, or remained, concubines,
prostitutes or promiscuous single women 'were designated corrupters and
incarcerated accordingly'.67 Men, cast into the close, isolated company of other
men for periods ofconsiderable duration and thus adopting homosexual practices
for sexual relief, were equally seen as danmed and reprobate. Here, of course, the
plot once more thickens, for convict homosexual behaviour was complex. For
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instance, it might be displayed by convict men already inclined towards same-sex
practices; by men who adopted such practices conveniently due to the temporary
unavailability ofwomen; and by others who were simply forced by their fellows to
engage in acts they personally found unacceptable or abhorrent. This latter, as we
have seen, was sometimes the case with youths and young boys. Patterns of
domination and convenience thus confound any sense ofdetecting a consensual gay
subculture withinmale convict society; and the same could probably be claimed for
any lesbian subculture among confined convictwomen.
Sentence to transportation was ideologically regarded as a means towards

transforming working-class male criminals into reformed masculine types - men
who conformedto the ruling, early nineteenth centurybourgeois ideals ofearnestness,
respectability andmanly integrity according to the reformistmasculinism described
earlier. The exile, punishment and pain endured, however, often failed to produce
such sanguine results. GovernorRichard I.3ourke, in a candid communication with
JamesMorisset, the martinet commandantofNorfolk Island, confessed in 1832 that
treatment at the penal stations was 'tendingmore to harden the heart ofthe criminal
and render him reckless oflife' than to accomplish his reform. 'Something it is said
must be wrong in a system which apparently produces greater crime than that
which it was framed to punish', he admitted. Yet so thorough a product of
authoritarianism and an exemplar ofa harsh military masculinity was Bourke that
he was incapable of visualizing beyond convictism's confmes. For his letter to
Morisset goes on to recommend 'incessant' and 'severe labour', as well as the
infliction of more lashes per flogging session (rather than rationing them across
intermittent periods), 'as the means under providence most likely to effect the
reformation ofthe criminal' .68
Others likeWilliamUllathorne, AlexanderMaconochie andWilliamMolesworth

wouldmore logically argue that any accretion ofterror was incapable ofproducing
humane reform; and that debilitating labour and continual punitive treatment must
normally result in nervous exhaustion and moral debasement. Those struggling to
revamp or to end the convict system no doubt adopted the most critical - and
sometimesjaundiced-views about its possibilities.
Clearly that system was capable, by virtue ofindulgences and advancement for

those who chose to concur and collaborate within it, ofproducing emancipists who
subsequently became law-abiding, productive colonists. The same might apply to
those who enjoyed winning, through the lottery of assignment, a decent and
even-handed master, or who possessed special skills with which to bargain. Yet
thosewho stumbledbeneath the system's brutalities were often reduced to shadows
ofmen. A new chum colonist, J.C. Byrne, who travelled from Sydney to Brisbane
in the mid-I 840s during the aftermath ofmainland transportation, encountered over
and over again the melancholy detritus ofpenal rule. 'The appearance ofa convict
of the lower class, or one thathas been such, is unmistakable', he wrote:

A peculiarity ofvisage, different from all othermen, is recognizable; whilst their counte-
nances are ofa dark brownhue, parched and dried up, muscles and all, as ifthey had been
baked tn one mass."
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What Byrne found most disconcerting as a free migrant passing among these
arrestingly aberrantmen, was their attempt to communicate their stories in the songs
they 'chaunted ... all over the colony, .in second-rate places of entertainment' -
songswhichwere'drawled out in a peculiar tone, with little attempt at air or variation,
and still less poetical ability', but whichbespoke abrasively of' suffering, hardships
and hair-breadth escapes' and described harsh punishments in the coal-mines, road
gangs orpenal settlements. 'In no-one's hearing are thesebeings ashamed to indulge
in their songs', Byrne complained, ' ... and little do they care, if their masters hear
details that at times freeze the blood with horror and shock the listener' .'. Byrne
wrote graphically ofconvict voices which were afterwards to be muffled and stilled
by a wilful social amnesia. But ifwe are ever to appreciate the entire spectrum of
masculine interactions under the aegis ofconvictism, we must continually strain our
ears towards these 'chaunts', droning and bawling at us across the centuries, over
themountains ofwell-preserved reports and officjal statistics, and above the reproving,
imperious voices ofthe commandingmenwho equivocatedupon the hapless convicts'
respective fates.
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